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The dynamics of nanosystems in solution contains a wealth of information with relevance for14

diverse fields ranging from materials science to biology and biomedical applications. When nanosys-15

tems are marked with fluorophores or strong scatterers, it is possible to track their position and reveal16

internal motion with high spatial and temporal resolution. However, markers can be toxic, expensive,17

or change the object’s intrinsic properties. Here, we simultaneously measure dispersive frequency18

shifts of three transversal modes of a high-finesse microcavity to obtain the three-dimensional path19

of unlabeled SiO2 nanospheres with 300 ➭s temporal and down to 8 nm spatial resolution. This al-20

lows us to quantitatively determine properties such as the polarizability, hydrodynamic radius, and21

effective refractive index. The fiber-based cavity is integrated in a direct-laser-written microfluidic22

device that enables the precise control of the fluid with ultra-small sample volumes. Our approach23

enables quantitative nanomaterial characterization and the analysis of biomolecular motion at high24

bandwidth.25

The development of optical sensors for the detection26

and analysis of unknown nanomaterials and their mo-27

tional dynamics is of great importance. With fluores-28

cence microscopes it is possible to get spatial information29

beyond the diffraction limit and to resolve fluorophores30

down to the nanometer scale [1–3]. Their further de-31

velopment enables the tracking of individual nanosys-32

tems [4–6]. Without labeling, it is possible to track33

nanosystems by the detection of the Rayleigh-scattered34

light using interference techniques to extract the weak35

signal from the background noise [7, 8]. The weak sig-36

nals enforce the integration over time or the labeling of37

the nanosystem with a strong scatterer to reach better38

temporal resolution [9]. Other approaches which enable39

single nanoparticle detection are evanescent biosensors40

using e.g. nanoplasmonics [10, 11], tapered fibers [12],41

or whispering gallery mode resonators such as micro-42

spheres [13, 14], which enable the real-time detection43

of frequency changes [15–18] and quantitative particle44

sizing [19]. However, those sensors are limited to the45

evanescent near-field. To achieve the monitoring of un-46

constrained diffusive motion, sensing of nanosystems far47

away from the sensor surface is desired. Open-access mi-48

crocavities have recently been introduced as a promising49

alternative platform for refractive index sensing [20] or50

nanoparticle trapping [21]. The full access to the cav-51

ity mode allows for optimal overlap of the sample with52

the cavity mode and enables quantitative nanoparticle53
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characterization. So far, focused-ion-beam milled struc-54

tures on planar substrates have been used, with the chal-55

lenge to provide controlled flow through a specific cavity,56

the need for free space optics, and limited cavity finesse.57

Furthermore, as a general aspect, cavity-enhanced mea-58

surements typically rely on probing isolated resonances59

which do not provide much spatial information about the60

sample. Exceptions are scanning microcavities [22, 23],61

but they are not capable to track the fast Brownian mo-62

tion of nanosystems, or cavities with special geometries63

that lead to degenerate transverse modes [24, 25], that64

can have imaging capabilities, however, they lack sen-65

sitivity for nano-scale samples. It is therefore highly66

desirable to extend the capability of microcavities for67

ultra-sensitive quantitative characterizations towards the68

analysis of motional dynamics and position tracking to69

achieve a boost in sensitivity for studies of unlabeled70

nanosystems.71

Here, we use a high-finesse open-access microcavity72

to demonstrate quantitative nanoparticle characteriza-73

tion and introduce a novel technique to perform three-74

dimensional position tracking of nanoparticles dispersed75

in water. The device is long-term stable such that we can76

obtain an extended statistics from several hundred single-77

particle transits. This allows us to measure the particles’78

polarizability and the temporal variation of the sample79

over time. If the particle size is measured in addition, its80

effective refractive index can be determined. Therefore,81

we introduce a novel scheme for particle tracking. By82

simultaneously measuring the frequency shifts of three83

different transverse modes of the cavity, we are able to84
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FIG. 1. Fabry-Pérot microcavity device and measure-

ment signal. (a) Schematic setup showing the cavity and
its integration into a glass ferrule with a direct-laser-written
(DLW) structure (yellow) forming the microfluidic channel.
b) Picture of the microfluidic device. c) Examples of the
cavity transmission signal for an empty cavity (black) and
with nanoparticles present at increasing spatial overlap with
the cavity mode (decreasing gray value). The increasing fre-
quency shift, decreasing peak transmission, and increasing
linewidth are visible.

infer the instantaneous three-dimensional coordinates of85

a nanoparticle and resolve its trajectory. From a sin-86

gle transient track we can deduce the particles diffusivity87

and thereof its hydrodynamic radius, such that together88

with the measured polarizability, we can infer the key89

dispersive properties of individual nanoparticles. Parti-90

cle tracking adds a central functionality to cavity-based91

sensing, opening up prospects for studies of diffusion dy-92

namics and accurate characterizations of molecular sys-93

tems.94

Results95

Integrated microfluidic cavity setup. Our Fabry-96

Pérot cavity system is based on two laser-machined and97

mirror-coated optical fibers that form a microcavity98

between the two fiber end facets [26, 27], see Fig. 1a.99

The fibers are inserted into a precision ferrule for lateral100

alignment and are mounted on shear piezo-electric101

actuators outside the ferrule (see Supplementary Fig. 1)102

for fine-tuning of the mirror separation and thereby the103

cavity resonance condition. The cavity standing wave is104

located in a microfluidic channel, which is defined by a105

3D laser-written polymer structure (see Supplementary106

Fig. 2) that forms a 200➭m-diameter channel transvers-107

ing the cavity, thus allowing for a laminar, precisely108

controllable flow through the microfluidic device, see109

Fig. 1b. The cavity can be probed by coupling light110

into the single-mode (SM) fiber, and we detect the111

transmitted light emerging from the cavity through a112

multi-mode (MM) fiber. When operated in air, the113

cavity finesse is as high as F = 90000, while when114

immersed in distilled an filtered water, we observe a115

finesse of up to F = 56710 and a mode waist as small as116

w0 = 1.5 ➭m. The reduced Finesse in water is expected117

and consistent with the change in mirror reflectivity due118

to the higher refractive index of water compared to air,119

and the absorption loss in water. The figure of merit120

for the sensitivity of this cavity, C ∝ Q/V ∝ F/(πw2
0),121

is comparable to those of optimized WGM resonators,122

but with the advantage of a fully accessible cavity mode123

which avoids modification of the cavity due to binding124

events, and which permits the observation of free, un-125

constrained diffusion. Furthermore, the cavity resonance126

can be tuned to a desired wavelength, e.g. to match that127

of the probe laser, or can be used for cavity-enhanced128

spectroscopy. In the experiments described below, we129

probe the cavity with a grating-stabilized diode laser130

of wavelength λ = 780 nm and detect the transmitted131

light by an avalanche photodetector. The cavity length132

is modulated at a frequency of 3 − 10 kHz to repeatedly133

sample the fundamental cavity resonance. For each134

occurring resonance, we measure the location and135

amplitude of the peak to infer the cavity frequency shift136

and the transmitted power as a function of time (see137

Supplementary Fig. 4). For all experiments, we flooded138

the microfluidic cell with the nanoparticles dispersed139

in double distilled water and then turned the pressure140

off to stop the flow. After 10min to 1 h of waiting141

time we started the measurements. Fig. 1c exemplarily142

shows snapshots of the cavity transmission signal when143

a single nanoparticle enters the cavity with increasing144

spatial overlap with the cavity mode. In the following,145

we present results which were measured by two different146

cavity setups (1,2) with two different samples (A,B) (see147

Supplementary Note 1).148

149

Single nanoparticle sensing and quantita-150

tive analysis. We investigate SiO2 nanospheres151

with a narrow size distribution (sample A: radius152

63 ± 2 nm, sample B: 60 ± 2 nm) as a model153

system to characterize and calibrate our device.154

When a nanosphere enters the cavity standing wave155

light field with normalized intensity distribution Icav156

and cavity mode volume Vmode, its polarizability157

α = 4πr3ǫ0(n
2
p − n2

m)/(n
2
p + 2n2

m) produces a relative158

frequency shift ∆ν/ν = α(
∫
VNP

IcavdVNP)/(2ǫ0Vmode) of159

the cavity resonance. The amount of shift depends on160

the electrical field strength penetrating the nanosphere161

and is therefore maximal at the antinode and minimal162

but non-zero at the node since the nanosphere has a163

non-negligible extension. In addition, the non-absorbing164

SiO2 nanosphere leads to a decrease of the cavity peak165

transmission due to additional loss from Rayleigh scatter-166
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FIG. 2. Quantitative nanoparticle characterization. a) Cavity frequency shift and peak transmission amplitude as a
function of time produced by a single SiO2 nanoparticle. b) Schematic sketch of a nanoparticle diffusing through the standing
wave cavity field. c) Statistical correlation of cavity frequency shifts and transmission reductions. Solid black line: Mean
transmission reduction for a given frequency shift. Solid yellow line: simulation for np = 1.41, orange: np = 1.42; purple:
np = 1.43. d) Histograms for the measured frequency shifts of a single transit event (black data) shown in Fig. 3b, 59 transits
(blue data, measurement duration: 2 hours) and 210 additional transits (magenta data, 8 hours). The observed increased shifts
reveal agglomeration. Dashed lines: simulation for np = 1.46 and the mean radius of rhydr = 75.3 nm (red) and the maximal
radius of rhydr = 77.2 nm (orange).

ing, S = |α|
2
k4/(6πǫ20). Fig. 2a shows an exemplary time167

trace of the cavity resonance shift and the corresponding168

transmission change produced by a single nanoparticle169

(sample B, cavity 2, see Supplementary Fig. 5 for details170

on data evaluation). The fluctuations emerge from the171

particle’s Brownian motion through the standing-wave172

cavity field as schematically depicted in Fig. 2b. We can173

measure many such events and correlate the frequency174

shift and the transmission change as depicted in Fig. 2c.175

Here, the data of 330 transit events are shown (sample A,176

cavity 1). A histogram of the time duration of individ-177

ual transit events yields an average dwell time of 0.47 s178

(see Supplementary Fig. 6). Notably, the transmission179

change and the frequency shift signals depend on the180

cavity mode geometry in the same way, such that the181

slope of the signal is independent of it. This allows us to182

evaluate the polarizability in a quantitative manner that183

is immune against systematic errors of the cavity geome-184

try. If furthermore the particle size is known or measured185

(see section particle tracking), one can infer the refrac-186

tive index of the material. For this purpose, we compare187

the observed mean values of the correlation signal with188

the expected signal for a spherical particle with the size189

given by the manufacturer and use the refractive index as190

a free fit parameter (see Supplementary Note 2). From191

this, we can precisely determine the effective refractive192

index, and for a nanoparticle radius of rhydr = 71.5 nm193

we find np = 1.41 ± 0.01 (see Supplementary Fig. 7),194

which is in good agreement with the value provided by195

the manufacturer (np = 1.42, sample A).196

When a single nanoparticle diffuses in the cavity light197

field, the probability to transit through the electric field198

maximum and accordingly to produce the maximal fre-199

quency shift is small. This can be quantified by the den-200
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sity of states of available positions that produce a cer-201

tain frequency shift (see Supplementary Note 3). Fig. 2d202

shows histograms of frequency shifts from nanoparticle203

events, which were measured successively without chang-204

ing the nanoparticle solution inside the microfluidic cell205

in between. The histograms can be fitted by the mod-206

eled density of states with the refractive index as the207

only free parameter (sample B, cavity 2). Already for208

a single nanoparticle transit (black data), a good agree-209

ment is found and the polarizability or the refractive in-210

dex (if rhydr is known) can be inferred. The statistics211

improves for intermediate measurement times, and av-212

eraging over 59 transits yields the best agreement with213

np = 1.46 ± 0.01 (blue data). This result for the re-214

fractive index is consistent with the expected value for215

sample B (see Supplementary Fig. 10). More details216

are given in Supplementary Fig. 8. For measurement217

times longer than two hours, we observe an increase in218

larger frequency shifts, extending to values up to two219

times larger than the expected maximum single particle220

frequency shift (yellow data). This observation is con-221

sistent with continuous adsorption of molecular layers on222

the nanoparticles, or with agglomeration of nanoparticles223

into dimers. This analysis allows us to monitor temporal224

changes of the sample properties in a sensitive manner.225

For the calculation of the refractive index in Fig. 2d226

we measured the value for the nanoparticle radius of227

rhydr = 75.3±2 nm in aqueous solution by dynamic light228

scattering (DLS), hence representing the hydrodynamic229

radius, which is 15.3 nm larger than the geometric ra-230

dius of the solid glass sphere of rSiO2 = 60.0 ± 2 nm,231

which was obtained from transmission electron micro-232

graphs (see Supplementary Fig. 10). When assuming233

that our data originates only from the SiO2 nanosphere234

with rSiO2 = 60nm, the observed frequency shifts would235

correspond to a refractive index of np = 1.59, noticeably236

larger than the refractive index of the SiO2 bulk mate-237

rial (1.45 at 780 nm). From this analysis, we conclude238

that our cavity sensor is sensitive to the hydrodynamic239

particle size [12]. With the above results, we can calcu-240

late the effective refractive index of the hydration shell241

to be nh = 1.46 ± 0.01. Analogous evaluations for sam-242

ple A yield a hydrate shell with 8.5 nm thickness and243

nh = 1.40± 0.04. This analysis shows that our measure-244

ment technique allows us to quantify properties of the245

hydration shell.246

Particle Tracking.247

As a next step, we introduce a method to achieve248

three-dimensional tracking of nanoparticle motion within249

the cavity. Therefore, we make use of the signal of two250

higher-order transverse modes in addition to the funda-251

mental cavity mode. To reduce the required amplitude252

for the cavity length modulation, we use two lasers with253

different wavelengths such that the fundamental mode254

probed by laser 1 appears in the middle of the frequency-255

split TEM01/TEM10 modes which are probed by laser 2.256

Fig. 3a shows a cavity transmission measurement of the257

three modes together with their lateral intensity distribu-258

tions. The modes have complementary spatial distribu-259

tions, leading to a unique set of corresponding frequency260

shifts produced by a nanoparticle at any given position261

inside the light field. Due to symmetry, this uniqueness262

is limited to one octant of a cartesian coordinate sys-263

tem that is centered at one field antinode, such that the264

assignment of spatial positions will be folded into this do-265

main. However, this does not alter the properties of the266

inferred Brownian motion, and effects such as anisotropy267

or reduced dimensionality of diffusion would remain vis-268

ible.269

Using cavity 2, we measured several hundred transit270

events with the three modes at the same time (see Sup-271

plementary Note 1). Fig. 3b shows a representative time272

trace for a single nanoparticle (sample B) entering the273

cavity mode multiple times (see Supplementary Fig. 13274

for detailed evaluation). One can see the different be-275

havior of the three modes depending on the nanopar-276

ticle’s position inside the cavity light field. In Fig 3c,277

the corresponding positions are schematically sketched278

for different times marked in orange in Fig. 3b. The279

frequency shift distribution of the fundamental mode is280

shown in Fig. 2d (black line), those for the higher order281

modes are shown in Supplementary Fig. 12, and all three282

distributions are consistent with a single nanoparticle.283

To obtain the most probable nanoparticle position for284

a given time, we compare the measured frequency shift285

triples with simulated shifts for all possible nanoparti-286

cle positions (see Supplementary Note 3 and 4). Due to287

the present measurement noise for each mode (see Sup-288

plementary Fig. 14), multiple positions are compatible289

with the measured shifts. We constrain the choice by290

demanding that subsequent positions have the smallest291

spatial separation. This gives the three-dimensional co-292

ordinates of the nanoparticle for each measurement time293

(see Fig. 3d). Fig. 3e shows the nanoparticle movement in294

the three-dimensional space for the time interval marked295

in red in b) and d). In the current measurement, we296

reach a signal-to-noise ratio of SNR = 51, which is the297

quantity that determines the uncertainty of the localiza-298

tion. Fig. 3f shows the localization uncertainties in the299

xz- and xy-plane for y = 0 and z = 0 respectively. We300

define the localization uncertainty as δr = (δxδyδz)1/3301

from the respective coordinate range that is compatible302

with the measurement including the noise. The minimal303

localization uncertainty is found to be 8 nm at the points304

of largest intensity gradients, and the mean uncertainty305

within the sensing volume which extends up to the 1/e2306

contour of the standing wave is 44 nm.307

We are able to deduce the diffusivity as well as the308

nanoparticle size from the track by calculating the mean309

squared displacement for the x,y-direction (see Supple-310

mentary Fig. 16). Since the sensing volume extension311

in z-direction (λ/4 = 0.15 nm) is much smaller than in312

x,y-direction (w0 = 1.5 ➭m) and the mean localization313

uncertainty (see below) is on a similar order as the z-314

extension, only the x,y-coordinates of the transit event315

are used for the evaluation. This gives a mean diffusivity316
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of 〈D〉 = 2.5·10−12±0.7·10−12 m2/s and a hydrodynamic317

radius 86.9 ± 23.6 nm, which is in good agreement with318

the size distribution determined via DLS measurements319

(see Supplementary Fig. 10).320

As an important result of this analysis, the particle321

tracking allows us to infer the hydrodynamic radius of a322

single nanoparticle, while from the frequency shift proba-323

bility distribution (see Fig. 2d) we obtain the polarizabil-324

ity. Measuring the cavity transmission change in addition325

provides a higher precision and makes the measurement326

immune against e.g. systematic errors in the cavity ge-327

ometry. Combining only these two measurements, which328

can be performed at the same time, we can deduce the329

effective refractive index of a single nanoparticle.330
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Discussion331

Our work demonstrates a compact and robust ultra-332

sensitive microcavity sensor that has shown stable op-333

eration over several weeks in a given configuration and334

is thus useful for extensive studies. We have introduced335

the simultaneous measurement of several cavity trans-336

verse modes to achieve three-dimensional particle track-337

ing inside the cavity, which is an important step to com-338

bine the exceptional sensitivity of cavity-based sensors339

with spatial imaging. This could be used to achieve340

a quantitative characterization of the nanoparticle size341

and effective refractive index. The noise level of the342

current measurements would allow the investigation of343

particles with hydrodynamic radii down to 20 nm. Sig-344

nificant further improvements in sensitivity are expected345

by active stabilization of the cavity, smaller mode vol-346

umes, and noise-rejection techniques such as heterodyne347

spectroscopy, such that few-nm large biomolecules can348

be expected to become detectable. Increased SNR and349

further optimization e.g. with Bayesian analysis [6] could350

offer improved precision for position tracking. Operating351

under active stabilization allows one to harness the full352

bandwidth of the sensor, which in principle is bounded353

only by the cavity decay rate of ∼ 108 Hz. This could354

enable the label-free study of dynamical processes of bi-355

ologically relevant processes such as protein folding on a356

single molecule level.357

Methods358

Experimental set-up. Our measurements were taken359

with two different cavity configurations (cavity 1 and 2).360

The following parameters were determined for the cavi-361

ties filled with water. Cavity 1 had a Finesse of 18400,362

an effective cavity length of 27.3 ➭m and the mirrors had363

a mean central radius of curvature of rc,SM = 59.3 ➭m364

and rc,MM = 94.5 ➭m. Cavity 2 had a Finesse of 56710365

at the effective cavity length of 5.4 ➭m. Here we used366

mirrors with rc,SM = 49.6 ➭m and rc,MM = 83.5 ➭m. The367

effective cavity length d = dg + dp in water is given by368

the mirror separation dg and the field penetration length369

dp which can be as small as dp = 430 nm and defines370

together with the radius of curvature the mode radius371

w0 = 2.3 ➭m and the mode volume Vm = 110.0 ➭m3 for372

cavity 1 and w0 = 1.5 ➭m and Vm = 10.0 ➭m3 for cavity373

2. The quality factor depends on the mirror separation.374

Here it is Q = 1.7 · 106 for cavity 1 and Q = 1.0 · 106375

for cavity 2. In the quantitative measurements, we use376

a grating-stabilized diode laser at 780 nm to probe the377

cavity, and detect the transmitted light by a photodetec-378

tor (see Supplementary Fig. 1). We modulate the cavity379

length at a frequency of 3 - 10 kHz with an amplitude380

of 150 pm to repeatedly sample the cavity fundamental381

mode.382

Data analysis. The high frequency signals are recorded383

by an oscilloscope which is operated in sequence mode.384

From the resonance curve of each trigger event the385

amplitude and the time position of the amplitude in386

relation to the trigger is extracted (see Supplementary387

Fig. 4). In order to remove cavity drifts (mainly388

thermal expansion) from the frequency shift data, we389

subtract parabolas fitted to the background noise (see390

Supplementary Fig. 5).391

Nanoparticles. We use silicon dioxide nanoparticles392

from two different companies: SiO2 spheres with a393

hydrodynamic radius of rhydro = 71.5 nm, a stan-394

dard deviation of σ = 2nm and a refractive index of395

nSiO2 = 1.42 from microparticles GmbH (sample A).396

SiO2 spheres with a geometric radius of r = 60nm and397

σ < 2.2 nm from ALPHA Nanotech (sample B). More398

information can be taken from Supplementary Fig. 9399

and 10.400
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Figures

Figure 1

Fabry-Perot microcavity device and measurement signal. (a) Schematic setup showing the cavity and its
integration into a glass ferrule with a direct-laser-written (DLW) structure (yellow) forming the microfluidic
channel. b) Picture of the microfluidic device. c) Examples of the cavity transmission signal for an empty
cavity (black) and with nanoparticles present at increasing spatial overlap with the cavity mode



(decreasing gray value). The increasing frequency shift, decreasing peak transmission, and increasing
linewidth are visible.

Figure 2

Quantitative nanoparticle characterization. a) Cavity frequency shift and peak transmission amplitude as
a function of time produced by a single SiO2 nanoparticle. b) Schematic sketch of a nanoparticle
diffusing through the standing wave cavity field. c) Statistical correlation of cavity frequency shifts and
transmission reductions. Solid black line: Mean transmission reduction for a given frequency shift. Solid
yellow line: simulation for np = 1.41, orange: np = 1.42; purple: np = 1.43. d) Histograms for the measured
frequency shifts of a single transit event (black data) shown in Fig. 3b, 59 transits (blue data,
measurement duration: 2 hours) and 210 additional transits (magenta data, 8 hours). The observed
increased shifts reveal agglomeration. Dashed lines: simulation for np = 1.46 and the mean radius of
rhydr = 75.3 nm (red) and the maximal radius of rhydr = 77.2 nm (orange).



Figure 3

Three-dimensional tracking of a single SiO2 nanosphere and determination of its diffusivity. a) Cavity
transmission signal with the three evaluated modes indicated. Inset: Schematic illustration of the
complementary spatial regions covered by the modes. b) Time trace of frequency shifts of the three
modes. c) Sketch for different particle positions at different times depicted in 3b) d) Evaluated positions
for shortest distance algorithm. e) Two-dimensional representation of the position tracking. f) Lateral
resolution for different positions. g) Mean squared displacement for the lateral diffusion and weighted
linear fit. The error bars represent the standard deviation.
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